Vibemac at
Texprocess Americas
Business in Americas
Gains Momentum
Vibemac booth at Texprocess Americas (Atlanta, U.S.A. from April 24 to
26) received a large number of prospective customers from Central and South
American countries such as Mexico,
Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, Colombia and Venezuela as well as the
U.S.A.
At the booth, details of the flexible
production with Vibemac machine
were presented and explained.
Vibemac’s pocket setter features a
smaller design than other companies’
models, a high flexibility and a minimum setup time at the time of product
exchange. What is needed by users?
Improved throughput and product quality by use of production equipment.
Plus, quick supply of spare parts. Such
requirements can be EASILY and
QUICKLY met by Vibemac.
Mr. Simone Bianchi is directing business as the sales division manager covering the Central and South American
countries. He is pondering setup of a
sales and service office in Central
America in near future. During the
show, not only users, but also dealers
and distributors in the respective regions visited the Vibemac booth and
talked business with Vibemac. Kiko
Sewing Machine is a Vibemac’s dealer
that is located in Los Angeles, U.S.A.
and has a sales territory of North
America. From Kiko, Mr. Mike attended this show.
Introduced below are the latest sewing machine models exhibited by
Vibemac.
- V100H, a fully automatic creaser
and the 2516V4, the first patented
double colour back pocket setter
(DCT - Double Colour Technology).
Maybe these two units together are
well known by the nickname the customers liked to give them: The Back
Pocket Station, as these two machines actually work as a unique
single station: the same operator can
crease and attach the back pocket
basically by pushing two buttons!
- The third unit is equally famous
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named 3022 BHE. The advantages of
this machine are many, but the most important one is that this machine can be
converted from chain stitch to lock
stitch just changing some parts, therefore no need to purchase any new unit.
Besides, stitch length can be adjusted
electronically, no need to change any
gears or any other part! All these benefits are fulfilled with the smallest cylinder arm in the market, which allows
to seam bottoms of men’s, women’s
and kids’ wear! Speed of lock stitch
version: 3500rpm Speed of chain stitch
version: 4000 rpm!
Contact: www.vibemac.com
Vibemac at Texprocess Americas

since its first model (the 1650 version) has been the first Automatic
Loop Setter which appeared in the
market. We're talking about the
4650EV7PR Loop Setter, the
ViBeMac workhorse. Benefits and
features of this amazing unit have
been shown during the Exhibition to
the visitors who didn’t yet know this
amazing machine.
- Fourth one is the New ViBeMac
feed off the arm: the 2262HP. This
NEW Feed off arm unit is a unique
and authentic piece of art and technology, which runs at 3500rpm.
Compared to the previous
model, (the H one), which
anyway was already the
best FoA in the market, the
HP version has been upgraded and improved with
a complete new patented
DCP (Dynamic Control of
the Pressure on the presser
foot). Thanks to this amazing device, the machine automatically increase/reduce
speed/pressure on thicker
part of the fabric, the crotch
precisely. This way operator has basically to do nothing but feed the machine
and push his foot all the way
down during the whole operation. Final result will let
you breathless, full speed,
perfect quality!!!
- The last but not the least,
the bottom hemming unit
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